
Step 5-Testing the Gurrent farm

Q:Will tbe clurentfarrn be
feasible in the future?

The object of this step is to determine

whether the curent farm operation will meet

your goals in the future, or whether changes

should be made to your curent farm business'

In the previous four steps you had the opportu-

nity to describe your current farm operation

(Step 1), identify your skills and interests (Step

2), specify your expectations about the future

(Step 3), and set and priorit2e your personal and

business goals (SteP 4).

If the analysis indicates that the current farm

does not need to be changed (and you are not

interested in pursuing changes), Steps 5 and 7

of the planning process can be skipped' But if

the analysis suggests that changes should be

considered (or you are interested in exploring

options), Steps 6 and 7 outline some thoughts

on describing and evaluating alternatives'

The first sections of this step provide an

overview of the analytical process. Subsequent

sections address several issues that arise in com-

pleting the analysis and suggest actions that can

be taken, based on the resuit ofthe analysis.

Analytical Procedure
The question to be answered by completing

this step'is whether the cunent farm business,

with no more than minor changes, will fulfill

your personal and business goals in the funrre'

To conduct the test, You should:

a. Use the description of the cunent farm as de-

veloped in Step 1 and the expected future

prices and costs that were specified in Step 3;

b. Appiy the analyicalprocess described in Step

1; that is, project the farm business' cash flow,

profitability, equity accumulation, and re-

source feasibility several years in the fun-rre;

c. Compare the projections to the long term

business goals set forth in Step 4; and,

d. Compare the tasks needed to operate the

farm to the interests and skills the owners

want to pursue (as set forth in Step 2)'

The next several sections of this section

expand on certain aspects of the analytical

process.

Projections
Remember, the focus of this step is on the fu-

ture performance of the cuffent farm; that

is, projecting the financial performance of the

cuffent business based on the assumptions you

made about the funrre. The procedure is similar

to what was utilized in SteP 1:

. An enterprise budget is developed for each

activitY;
o The enterprise budgets are combined to gain

an undersanding of the whole-farm; and,
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r A determination is made as to how well the
availability of resources matches with re-
source needs.
The period of time beng analyzed is the fu-

ture (rather than the past), and such projections
often are referred to as budgets.

Time Frame
Another issue in testing your cuilent farm op-

eration is selecting the time periods to be ana-
lyzed. Many farmers stafi by testing their
business for next year and usually are quite con-
fident that their assumptions are realistic.

Howeveq farm business pianning emphasizes
a longer time period. To look further into the fu-
ture, most farmers select a second time period;
perhaps five or ten years from now. preparing

projections beyond one year encourages you to
think more broadly but it also complicates the
analysis due to increased uncertainty about your
assumptions as the time period is extended.

Most farmers are akeady implicitly making
these long term assumptions even though they
rnay not share or document them. For example,
when a farmer purchases a machine, he has
some expectations as to the value of the futr-rre
productivity of the machine. However, many in-
dMduals may feel uncomfofiable explicitly spec-

ifying their assumprions by writing them down
because time may prove them wrong. But no
one can foresee the future and if someone,s pro-
jection turns out to be fakly accurate over time,
it probably was good fortune as much as unique
itstght. Individuals should be encouraged to talk
about their vision for the future. It is only
through the sharing of ideas that owners of the
farm can build on one another's foresight, and
collectively be better prepared for the future,

One suggestion for selecting the time periods
for analysis is to have them align with the peri-
ods followed in describing the future (Step 3)
and setting deadlines for goals (Step 4). By using
the same time periods, the pieces of information
fit more closely.

For example, a farmer may want to specfi
assumptions for five years from now (Step 3),
goals for five years from now (Step 4), and then
prgect the performance of the curent farm for
five years from now. Such a consistent time
frame allows the assumptions to be used directly
in making the projections, which in tr:m, can be
directly compared to the goals.

Most farmers will have two or more time pe-
riods in mind as they complete this step of the
planning process-next year and several years
into the future.

Which Changes Should be
Considered in this Analysis?

Because this step involves projecting the fu-
ture performance of the curent farm operation,
the analysis assumes the farm will not change
over the time period being evaluated. There will
be no change in the commodities being pro-
duced, the aqeage being operated, nor the pro-
duction and marketing strategies behg followed.
Only prices and costs are allowed to vary in this
analysis, and those variations were specified as
part of Step 3. New production techniques or
marketing strategies and changes in the com-
modities being produced should be analyzed as
alternatives (Step 6) of the planning process.

This strict limitation should help you recog-
nize even minor changes that you make in your
farm operations. A concern is that a series of
minor changes can have an impact similar to a
major change. If only major changes are ana-
lyzed, a series of unanaiyzed minor changes may
collectively result in a major change that has not
been analyzed. Therefore, one goal of business
planning is to help you recognize and evaluate
even relatively minor changes. Imposing such a
limit on the types of changes in this analysis
shouid reveal minor, as well as majoq changes
that you need to address.
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An exception to this strict limitation against

change is those changes that occur due to the

passage of time. For example, the passage of

time alters rhe availability and productivity of

labor-young people grow more productive

while older individuals, transitioning toward re-

tirement, may be less available. Likewise, as

equipment ages some items w111 likely need to

be replaced in order to maintain the farm's cur-

rent productive capacity. For example, if one

machine is replaced with a machine of identical

capacity. it is probably a minor change. How-

ever, the implications of that purchase on the

farm's cash flow should be analyzed. Another

example of an inevitable ch4nge may be paying

down long term debt.

But which changes should be analyzed as

pafi of the current farm and which changes

should be considered alternatives tobe analyzed

in the next step of the business planning

process? Rather than list the rypes of changes that

may fit in each category, it may be more helpful

to specify a cdterion that can applied. One cri-

terion for deciding which changes to incorpo-

rate into this analysis would be to distinguish

betlveen:
. Changes resulting from the passage of time,

unintentional changes; or,
. Changes that result from a reactive manage-

ment style; ot
. Changes that occur intentionally, or that result

from a proactive management sryle.

The first type of changes could be incorpo-

rated into this step as paft of the current farm,

whereas other types of changes could be tested

as alternatives (Step 6).
This criterion would distinguish befween:

1) the changes that occur as a farmer grows

older while continuing the same entelprises and

making only minor required changes; and,

2) changes made to enhance, expand, replace,

or redirect the farm operation. The criterion

could be restated as changes resulting from
"ro1ling with the punches" compared to changes

arising from "taking the bull by the horns."

Many farmers expect that they will need to

make more than minor changes in their farm op-

erations, particulariy in the long run. They may

envision involving a new co-owner, adding or

changing enteqprises, adjusting the scale of op-

eratton, or adopting new production technolo-
gies and marketlng sffategies. Despite such

expectations and recognizing the need to evalu-

ate alterr\atives, it is imperative that the curent
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farm should be analyzed so the results can serve

as a benchmark against which alternatives can

be compared.

Preparing Enterprise
Budgets

A beginning step in projecting the future per-

formance of the farm business is to prepare an

enterprise budget for the future time period. You

can Lrse enterprise analysis (developed in Step

1) but substitute expected prices (from Step 3) to

project revenue and costs. This procedure allows

you to understand the profitabilrty and feasibil-

ity of continuing each entelprise without change.

Testing the Whole Farm:
Resource Match

The nex component of the evaluation is to

develop a projection for the whole farm in terms

of resource feasibillty, profit, cash flow, and the

other standardized fnancial measures.

Resource avatlabliry and needs canbe ana-

lyzed with the same techniques described in

Step 1. However, you should not need to em-

phasrze testing the resource match during this

step because of the limitation (as described

above) that there will be no major changes to

the business. This assumption implies that there

will be no additional or no fewer resources, and

that resource needs will not change either. Ex-

isting resource shotages or sutpluses (as identi-

fied in Step 1) will presumably continue into the

furure. The primary exception to this assumption

is that family labor will change as individuals

grow older.

Testing the Whole Farm:
Financial Feasibil i ty

Another critical aspect of projecting the per-

formance of the whole farmfor a future time pe-

riod is to analyze the business' financial

feasibility. This analysis invoives preparing the

three basic financial statements-income state-

ment, cash flow, and balance sheet-for the fu-

ture period. Like the enterprise budgets

descrlbed in a preceding paragraph, these are

projections, rather than repolts of past activities,

and are refened to as pro forma financial

statements. Ontcomes for this evaluation should

include:
. A budget for each enterprise to pro,ect its fu-

ture profitability and cash flon' for that year;
o A pro forma income statement for the whole

farm;
. A pro forma cash flow for the whole farm for

the year (a monthl;' or quartedy cash flow

projection might be difficult to develop,

highly speculative. and possibly not that

helpful because the timing of the cash flows

are perhaps most critical only for one year at

a time since most operating loans are

arranged for onll' one year at a time):
. A proiected change in equity (by either prepar-

ing a pro forma balance sheet or estimating

projected profit minus family livng); and.
. An assessment of how well your goals are



being met, including whether your activities
align with your skills and interests, and
whether an acceptable rate of rerurn is being
earned for your labor and investments.

Criteria for Deciding
Whether Current Business
is Adequate

After preparing the projections you must de-
cide whether the current operation, with no

more than minor changes, will be adequate in
the future. It is at this point that the first five
steps of the planning process unite into a sin-
g1e thought process,

How do the projections (as just completed
in Step 5) of operating the curent farm (as de-
scribed in Step 1) in the future (as you envi-
sioned it in Step 3) align with your likes and
dislikes (as specified in Step 2) and fulfill your
goals (as set fofth in Step 4)?

You can consider questions such as whether
the projected profit is adequate; whether the
business will generate sufficient cash flow;
whether the activities sufficiently align with
your interests; and, whether the projected per-
formance adequately fulfills your goa1s. No one
else can make that decision but you. The spe-
cific criteria will differ with each person, and
the goals, as set forth in Step 4, should express
the primary criteria for this decision. The fol-
lowing iist suggests several questions that can
be used as. criteria for deciding the future ade-
quacy of the current business.
. \fould the current business, with no

changes, be satisfactory five years from now?
. Vould the business be profitable?
. Vouid the business generate the necessary

or desired cash flow?
. Would the owner equity be changing as de-

sired?
. !7ould the business fulfill your personal and

business goals (Step 4)?
. \7ould the business permit you to pursue ac-

tivities that you are skilled and interested in
(Step z)i

. Would the risk exposure align with the busi-
ness' capacity to assume risk (Step 1) and
your willingness to assume risk (Step 2)?
In some situations, owners may decide to

revisit one or more of the previous steps and
expand their thoughts or analysis, recogniz-
ing that the additional effort will enable them
to more confidently answer the preceding
questlons.

lf You Decide Your
Current Farm is Adequate

There are some steps you may want to take

even though you decide that the curent farm

will be adequate to fulfill your goals into the fu-

trrre. The questions may include:
. Can the business be ooerated more

efficiently?
. Should the plans for how the business is

operated be enhanced?
. At what point will the curent farm likely

become inadequate to meet my needs?

Testing Efficiencies
One question you may pose for yourself at

this point might be, "Could I do a better job of ac-

complishing my goals even if I do not intend to

change the operation?" One criterion for answer-

ing that question is whether additional revenue

generated by making the change exceeds the

cost of making the change. If the answer is yes,

additional profit would result from the change; if

the answer is no, the farm operation would earn

grcater profit by not making the change. This

question and various ways of expressing the cri-

teia arc explained more fully in Step 6.

The criteria described above emphasize com-

paring the projection of the cunent farm to the

owners' goals. Other comparisons include:
. Comparing the projection of the curent farm

to current and historical performance; and,
. Comparing the projection of the cunent farm

to performance of peer businesses.

There are numerous efficiency measures, but

for most of these measures there is no specified

absolute sfandard. For this reason, you have to

settle for making comparisons or other relative

measures. The issue of efficiency is addressed

again rn Step 6 (Identifying A.lternatives) and

Step 9 (Monitoring and Control).

Revising Functional Plans
Another action that you can take if you de-

cide that your culrent operation is adequate, is to
refine your functional plans; that is, your strate-
gies for production, marketing, labor manage-
ment, risk management, and capital needs. For
example, you may ask whether the strategies can
be improved even though no major modifica-
tions are envisioned.

A similar question that you could ask yourself

wouid be whether you understand your func-

tional plans well enough to explain them to
someone else so they could implement those
plans. Aiong the same 1ine, do you recognize
your assumptions so you are prepared to alter
your plans if the assumptions tum out to be in-
va1id. These and similar questions should en-
hance efforts to ipprove curent functional
plans.

Managing risk and preparing for unexpected
occurrences are trvo tasks farmers engage in
even if their long-term plans do not include
major changes. Step 8 provides ideas you may
want to consider in developing contingency
plans for managing in an environment of uncer-
tainty. Step 6 and Step 7 canbe bypassed if there
is no need to consider major changes in the farm
business.

lf You Decide Your Current
Farm is lnadequate

If you decide that your current farm business is
not adequate to meet your future needs, you will
want to develop and test some altematives. Step 6
(Identifung and Evaluating Altematives) and Step

7 (Transitional Plans) offer suggestions you may
want to explore in developing a farm business that
better meets your. interests and goals.

The first activity in developing alternatives is
to describe (as explained in Step 6) how the cur-
rent farm is inadequate, The shortcomings might
be an inadequate cash flow, an unsatisfactory re-
turn to the owners' labor, or having to forego
goals that you consider impofiant. By describing
these shortcomings, you are setting forth ideas
to help assess whether the alternatives are better
than their curent practices.

Conclusion
The purpose of this step is to determine

whether the curent farm operation will meet
your future needs based on your assumptions
and expectations about the future, and your

statements about your interests and goals. The
test involves deveioping projections of future
performance for several time periods into the
future.

If the current farm appears to be satisfac-
tory for the future, you may still want to as-
sess whether the efficiency of the operation
can be improved or the functional plans en-
hanced. Ifthe curent farmappears inadequate
for the future, you will want to consider de-
scribing the shortcomings, and identify and
evaluate alternatives.
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